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Abstract

Objective: To describe empirical studies evaluating the impact of reference pricing (RP) interventions in
pharmaceutical markets in order to discuss the requirements for these evaluations.
Methods: Ten studies were included in this review. For each study, the nature of the intervention, the nature of
the data available, the nature of the question to be answered and the requirements of the evaluation method were
examined through a questionnaire. The most frequently used evaluation method was the conventional
before-after estimator, and only three studies used the difference-in-differences method.
Results: Nine studies evaluated a therapeutic RP system and one evaluated a generic RP system. All of the
papers reported how the reference price level was established, but only one study directly reported the updating
frequency and criteria of the RP system. In four studies, details of simultaneous interventions were not reported.
There is no paper providing evidence on overall social welfare impact. Four papers estimated the impact of
intervention on the consumer price of drugs covered by the RP system. Only one provided information about the
impact on the price of related drugs not covered by the system. Three studies included an outcome variable for
the use of health services. The impact of RP intervention on the level of competition in the market for those
medicines covered by the system was reported in only three of ten papers.
Discussion/conclusion: Despite the rigorous effort made to evaluate the impact of RP policies in some
countries, several limitations may affect both their internal validity (the nature of the data available, statistical
problems common to non-experimental data, etc.) and their external validity (heterogeneity in the nature of the
intervention).
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Since its explicit introduction in Germany in 1989, many public
and private insurers in several countries have adopted pharmaceutical reference pricing (RP) as a strategy for cost containment.
Various designs have been applied in countries such as Australia,
Canada (British Columbia and Nova Scotia), Denmark, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, the Czech Republic and Sweden. Despite its abandonment in Norway in 2001,[1] a common factor leading to the
increased diffusion of RP policies has been concern about the
increasing relative impact of pharmaceutical expenditure on public
funds, and the effectiveness of RP in curbing expenditure rise. An
RP policy has also been proposed for a Medicare drug benefit in
the US.[2]
The basic features of an RP system are simple.[3-5] The thirdparty payer exercises buying power by setting an identical maxi-

mum reimbursement price to be paid for a group of pharmaceutical
products (‘clusters’). The insured patient pays the difference if the
chosen medicine is more expensive. This co-payment may be
avoided if the drug does not exceed the reference price. By
limiting the level of reimbursement, RP aims to reduce the price of
referenced products either through a relative decrease in the demand for high-priced products (a demand-side approach) or
through cuts in drug prices by encouraging self-restraint (a supplyside approach). In this sense, it is a policy aimed at fostering price
competition through prices by channelling public funding towards
the lowest-priced products.
However, the RP policy systems employed by each insurer
differ greatly in detail and scope. In fact, we should think of RP as
a family of many different pharmaceutical insurance coverage
policies. ‘Clusters’ are defined in terms of their interchangeability.
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This may be interpreted strictly or loosely depending on whether
the criterion used is chemical equivalence (generic RP) or pharmacological or therapeutic equivalence (therapeutic RP).
There is a wide range of RP policies. They vary according to:
• equivalence level and criteria;
• determination of the reference price level;
• inclusion of patented drugs;
• therapeutic groups included;
• system of exemptions from the co-payment associated with RP;
• level and type of pre-existing co-payment;
• incentives for doctors and pharmacists;
• price regulation system;
• number of producers competing in the market;
• possibilities of parallel trade;
• relationship between domestic prices and price regulation in
other countries.
This heterogeneity means that the results of evaluations of
different RP interventions are difficult to compare, as they effectively correspond to different policies.
The social welfare impact of a policy such as an RP system,
which involves changes in the pharmaceutical insurance coverage,
depends on how patients, pharmaceutical firms, health service
providers (doctors, hospitals, pharmacists, etc.) and the insurers
themselves respond. Evaluation of this impact is essential for
determining the effectiveness of such a policy, and also for establishing the advantages and disadvantages of different types of RP
systems.
To date, a number of works have highlighted significant limitations to empirical research on RP.[1] These hinder precise determination of the effective impact of this type of policy. In a review of
the literature published up to 1998, López-Casasnovas and PuigJunoy[3] stressed two major limitations of studies on RP.
First, most of the literature was purely descriptive, which made
it difficult to draw causal inferences on effective impact. However,
this situation has changed substantially in recent years with the
publication of many empirical studies using rigorous methods and
individual patient-level data.
Second, in studies with highly aggregated data, it is very
difficult to identify precisely the effects of RP. It is hard to
separate these effects from those related to the occurrence of other
coincident policy changes, and indeed other factors and trends that
influence the behaviour of pharmaceutical prescriptions.
This article reviews empirical studies that evaluate the impact
of RP in order to discuss the requirements of such studies. The
nature of the intervention, the nature of the data available, the
nature of the question to be answered and the requirements of the
evaluation method were examined by questionnaire.

Reference Pricing (RP) Evaluation Framework
The evaluation problem consists of the measurement of the
impact of the RP policies on a set of well defined outcome
variables in an identified group of individuals.[6] In order for the
evaluation of the RP policy to be complete, it should be possible to
establish the impact exerted on each of the expected effects, as
regards both use of resources and health state (outcome variables).
It should also clearly indicate the situation with which the results
of the application of this intervention are being compared
(counterfactual).
Outcome Variables

The choice of outcome variables will determine whether it
constitutes a partial or a full impact evaluation. For the latter, the
outcome variables must reflect the effect on drug prices, consumption of medicines covered and not covered by the RP system, use
of other health service inputs (other health services, time spent by
doctors and pharmacists on counselling patients, and management
and administration resources), health state and other observed
health-related effects, in addition to including overall costs and
changes in cost distribution.[7] The impact on overall costs may be
represented by changes in prices, consumption and input use
(consumption effect), and changes in the distribution of costs
between the different agents in the market. Outcome variables of
interest may be different according to the type of RP policy to be
evaluated (i.e. generic or therapeutic RP). For example, if benefit
and risk are different for the drugs included in the same ‘cluster’
(therapeutic RP), then outcome variables representing healthcare
use and health state, and their changes according to patient income
levels, become more important.
The price effect can manifest itself not only in a variation in the
price of those pharmaceuticals that fall within the RP system (pure
price effect), but also in a possible variation in the price of
pharmaceuticals that are not subject to RP (indirect price effect).
When producers are forced to make sizeable cuts in the prices of
products covered by the RP system, they may attempt to recover
some of the lost revenue by increasing the sales of non-covered
products and by introducing new products at high prices.
RP policies not only affect the price of pharmaceuticals, they
can also affect the use (i.e. amount) of pharmaceuticals and other
health services. The effect depends on the elasticity of demand
with respect to changes in the co-payment associated with RP. It
should be noted that prescribed volumes are usually converted into
defined daily doses to reflect intensity of use more accurately.
The consumption of pharmaceuticals not included in the RP
system can also change with the introduction of RP. This substitution effect on consumption may reflect decisions taken by the
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patient, the prescriber and/or the influence exerted by the pharmaceutical industry on prescription decisions. The use of other resources may also be affected, including health service visits, time
spent by health professionals and pharmacists with patients, and
those assigned to the management and administration of the RP
system (e.g. exemption management, that is, additional time required to handle exemption requests). The substitution effect may
affect the health of the patient and his/her use of health services.
Also, pharmacists need extra time to explain reimbursement rules
and substitution to the patient.
Non-Observed Counterfactual

The ideal evaluation of an RP system should compare the
results of the application of this intervention with what would have
happened without the intervention. In reality, this cannot be
achieved. The next best thing is to compare a group of individuals
who took part in the intervention (a treatment group) with a
different group who did not participate in the intervention (a
control group). If the outcome variable could be observed for
individuals in each group, and the groups are otherwise identical,
the central counterfactual problem can be overcome. However,
this would require performing a random experiment along the
lines of randomised clinical trials, which is not feasible in most
cases. In most empirical evaluations there is no control group
available. Hence, when evaluating the impact of RP, we are faced
with the problem that the counterfactual is not observed and has to
be estimated using quantitative methods.[8] RP effects are usually
assessed in retrospect, using service statistics that have been
routinely collected for other purposes.
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would then have to be constructed by simulating the effects of
these other interventions.
Evaluation Methods

It is impossible to infer causal relationships regarding the
impact of RP using studies with highly aggregated data and in the
absence of some type of statistical design to attempt to contrast
hypotheses about the magnitude and significance of the impact. A
large proportion of the RP literature[3,4] employs simple beforeafter comparisons for the health system. Therefore, it can only
provide insight into general trends, without controlling for the
influences of other policies or tendencies inherent in the market.
Experimental studies are uncommon in economics, and obtaining experimental data, even when feasible, can be expensive.[9]
There are several empirical policy impact evaluation methods used
to construct the counterfactual. The most widely used methods
with non-experimental data include the cross-section estimator,
the before-after estimator, the difference-in-differences estimator,
the matching method, the selection model and the structural simulation model.[6,10]
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The counterfactual is very important in the evaluation of an
intervention. It is the scenario with which the post-intervention
situation is compared. The standard approach is to estimate a
counterfactual equivalent to the situation that would have occurred
in the absence of the intervention, and without applying any other
type of intervention (i.e. the status quo). However, it should be
stressed that this is not the only counterfactual of interest. We may
wish to compare the impact of the intervention with the impact
from a different type of RP intervention (e.g. an aggressive policy
designed to encourage competition by means of incentives for
substitution with the lowest-cost bioequivalent drug by pharmacists) or with a variant of the same type of intervention (such as an
RP system in which the reference level is always equal to the price
of the lowest-cost drug in the same group, as opposed to the
average of the observed prices). In these cases, the objective would
be to compare the impact of the current intervention with the
alternatives that were not adopted in practice. The counterfactual
 2005 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved.

Methods

Selection of Empirical Papers

The list of papers in a previous review of the literature on RP[3]
was used as the starting point for this study. A complementary,
systematic bibliographical search (of papers published in English
up to August 2002) was performed on the MEDLINE and EconLit
databases. The search strategy required ‘reference price’ or ‘reference pricing’ and at least one of ‘pharmaceutical(s)’ or
‘medicine(s)’ or ‘drug(s)’ in the title, abstract or medical subject
heading (MeSH). Additionally, a manual search was carried out
to identify unpublished academic working papers and book chapters in English.
Impact evaluation studies of RP policies using non-experimental data were selected for inclusion in this study. Hence, this study
reports on only impact evaluation papers relating to RP systems
introduced effectively by an insurer and that test hypotheses on
well defined outcome measures and construct an explicit or implicit counterfactual. In the event of duplicate publication, the
most comprehensive report was chosen.
The following five types of paper were excluded.
1. Those that did not report the empirical results of an RP impact
evaluation, but addressed descriptive, methodological or theoretical issues that could be of relevance to pharmaceutical reimbursement.
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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2. Papers that used descriptive aggregate data at a national or
regional level, simply comparing observed data before and after
RP introduction. These papers did not construct the unobserved
counterfactual for the after period if the intervention had not
occurred, nor did they take into account likely confounding effects
(e.g. with control for confounding effects by adding covariates to
regression models). Furthermore, they did not justify the assumption that, if the intervention had not taken place, the situation in the
after period for the outcome variables would have been the same
as in the before period.[11-14] Also, papers that did not even attempt
to fit a trend line to the pre-policy period were excluded.
3. Papers presenting an untested hypothesis and/or without data to
support the conclusions, and also empirical studies without (or
with insufficient) presentation of the statistical method employed
to obtain estimated impacts.
4. Papers presenting individual case studies without any defined
statistical method to test hypotheses on the impact of the RP
intervention.[15]
5. Empirical papers providing a simulation for the future effect of
RP, but without evaluating the impact of this policy in a real RP
context.[16,17]

predict the likely impact of RP policies in other countries or
populations. The regulatory framework in which RP has been
applied is important for the impact of this policy in many aspects.
For example, price changes after the introduction of RP may be
constrained by the existing price regulation system, and so the
observed effect may not be universally applicable.
Question 4: “Did the study state the absence of other simultaneous interventions during the observation period, or report details of
simultaneous interventions?”
The confounding effects of other regulatory policies or influential factors have been mentioned repeatedly as a major limitation
of RP literature. Schneeweiss et al.[19] stated that their overall
conclusions about the impact of RP in Germany were biased
because of confounding factors such as the introduction of drug
budgets, and the many changes due to the unification of Germany.
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Review Process

The criteria for judging the quality of the RP evaluation method
were derived specifically for this study from mainstream economic and econometric texts on policy evaluation,[6,10] and from
surveys on international experience with RP.[3-5,18] The aspects
taken into account for evaluating the quality of the policy impact
evaluation method, and for organising the questionnaire, were as
follows: the nature of the intervention; the nature of the data
available; the nature of the question to be answered; and the
requirements of the evaluation method. Twenty questions were
developed covering these aspects. These are listed and explained
in the following sections.
The Nature of the Intervention

Question 1: “Did the study report the equivalence criteria used
in the RP intervention to group medicines?”
Question 2: “If relevant for the outcomes measured, did the
study report other relevant details of the RP intervention: (i) the
reference price level; (ii) the updating frequency and criteria; and
(iii) the exemption system?”
Question 3: “If relevant for the outcomes measured, did the
study report details of the price regulation and/or the prevailing
reimbursement systems?”
Given the heterogeneity of RP policies, the review sought to
identify the main characteristics of the RP intervention. This is
very important if the results of the evaluation are to be used to
 2005 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved.

The Nature of the Data Available

Question 5: “Does the dataset contain information at individual
patient level before and after the introduction of the RP intervention?”
Question 6: “If relevant, does the dataset contain information
for individual medicine prices before and after the introduction of
the RP intervention?”
Time-series comparisons of before and after data for the whole
population are not the only way of evaluating RP impact. It is also
possible to group patients according to the impact of RP in terms
of selected outcomes. For example, we could consider those
patients who switch from a higher priced product to a reference
drug (the treatment group) and those who stay on a high-priced
drug by getting a policy exemption or by paying the difference
above the RP level (the control or comparison group).[20]
Question 7: “If the answer to question 5 and/or question 6 was
‘yes’, does the dataset contain cross-sectional information for a
treatment group and a comparison group for the same time period?”
Question 8: “Does the period after the introduction of RP cover
more than 1 year?”
Question 9: “Does the dataset contain information on price or
consumption of pharmaceuticals aggregated for a period not exceeding 1 month?”
The Nature of the Question to Be Answered

Question 10: “Were the following groups of outcome variables
estimated and reported in the results of the study: (i) price of drugs
under RP (pure price effect); (ii) price of drugs not covered by RP
(indirect price effect); (iii) drug use; (iv) health services use; (v)
prescriber and dispenser time; (vi) health state; (vii) insurer and
patient drug expenditures; and (viii) industrial research and innovation (research and development)?”
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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Question 11: “Did the study report any empirical evidence on
the impact on consumer price competition for medicines covered
by the RP system?”
The outcome variables determine whether the study can present
a partial or a full impact evaluation. Although RP policies are
designed to promote price competition, it has been hypothesised
that the granting of substitution authorisation to pharmacists could
result in competitive discounting to pharmacists and fail to benefit
payers and patients. This review is intended to examine not only
the degree of completeness of the outcome variables (question 10),
but also likely changes in consumer price competition.
The Requirements of the Evaluation Method

Question 12: “Did the study justify the absence of influence of
unobserved variables on the outcome variables?”
Question 13: “Did the study report evidence on the absence of
an anticipation effect just before the RP intervention took place, or
were methods given to evaluate their influence on the outcome
variables?”
Anticipation effects may greatly bias RP impact evaluation. For
example, anticipation of the introduction of RP may lead to an
early reduction in the price of the pharmaceutical, bringing it close
to the reference level. Alternatively, anticipatory prescribing or
‘stockpiling’ by patients may occur, in order to avoid a possible
co-payment after the introduction of RP.
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Question 18: “If many periods of the before-period data were
used to extrapolate the counterfactual state in the after period, did
the study report confidence intervals for extrapolated data or
standard errors for the estimated parameters?”
Question 19: “If the answer to question 7 was ‘yes’, did the
study justify the absence of a selection problem or were methods
given to adjust for this problem?”
A selection problem would arise if the intervention group and
the comparison group respond differently to the presence or absence of the intervention.
Question 20: “If the answer to question 7 was ‘yes’, did the
study report evidence indicating that variables influencing the
outcome variables but not related to the RP intervention were very
similar between the treatment and comparison group?”
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Question 14: “Did the study justify the choice of the before and
after periods?”
Question 15: “If the answer to question 5 and/or question 6 was
‘yes’, was the before period equal to or longer than 1 year and not
shorter than the after period?”
The use of a before-after estimator requires a long period before
the intervention. Extrapolations for periods longer than the base
period are unlikely to be acceptable. Impact estimates of the RP
intervention might be sensitive to the choice of the period for
comparison.
Question 16: “If other simultaneous interventions were reported, were methods given for the estimation of the marginal impact
of the RP intervention isolated from other interventions?”
Question 17: “If many periods of before-period data were used
to extrapolate the counterfactual state in the after period, were
extrapolative methods given that included variables other than a
simple linear trend across time?”
Extrapolation using a linear time trend implies a very simple
relationship. There are other factors to be considered in the extrapolation of monthly drug use and expenditure, such as seasonal (a
monthly indicator variable) and individual characteristics (age,
sex, previous medication use, education, income, etc.).
 2005 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved.

Results

Characteristics of the Papers

Ten RP impact evaluation studies survived the five exclusion
criteria and were included in the review.[21-30] Accepted papers
were concentrated among a few authors and countries. Seven
studies (70%) were undertaken on British Columbia (Canada), and
these involved three academic research centres: Harvard University (three), McMaster University (three) and the University of
Washington (one).[31] Consequently, RP policy in British Columbia since 1995 has been one of the most rigorously and extensively
evaluated pharmaceutical policy interventions. The other three
studies evaluated RP intervention in Germany (two) and in Sweden (one).
The majority of the studies were reported in clinical and public
health journals: Canadian Medical Association Journal (three),
New England Journal of Medicine (one), Medical Care (one) and
Journal of the American Geriatric Society (one). One appeared in
the Rand Journal of Economics. The other three studies correspond to still unpublished working papers (two) and a book
chapter.
The empirical literature on RP impact evaluation is very recent,
with eight of ten studies being completed after 1999. The number
of studies covered in this review is minute compared with the vast
literature on RP policy.[3]
Results of the Review

The results of the review are summarised in table I.
Nine studies evaluated a therapeutic RP system and one evaluated a generic RP system (Sweden). From question 1, the equivalence criteria were identified. Given the heterogeneous nature of
RP interventions, other details are needed for a more precise
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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Table I. Results of the review of the methods used in reference pricing (RP) impact evaluation studies
Question

Number ‘yes’ (%)

Number ‘no’ (%)

Denominator (%)

The nature of the intervention
1. Did the study report the equivalence criteria used in the RP intervention to group
medicines?

10 (100)

0 (0)

10 (100)

2. If relevant for the outcomes measured, did the study report other relevant details of
the RP intervention:
(i) the reference price level;

10 (10)

0 (0)

10 (100)

(ii) the updating frequency and criteria;

1 (10)

9 (90)

10 (100)

(iii) the exemption system?

5 (71.4)

2 (28.6)

7 (100)

3. If relevant for the outcomes measured, did the study report details of the price
regulation and/or the prevailing reimbursement systems?

5 (100)

0 (0)

5 (100)

4. Did the study state the absence of other simultaneous interventions during the
observation period stated, or report details of simultaneous interventions?

6 (60)

4 (40)

10 (100)

The nature of the data available
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5. Does the dataset contain information at individual patient level before and after the
introduction of the RP intervention?

6 (60)a

6. If relevant, does the dataset contain information for individual medicine prices before
and after the introduction of the RP intervention?

0 (0)

7. If the answer to question 5 and/or question 6 was ‘yes’, does the dataset contain
cross-sectional information for a treatment group and a comparison group for the same
time period?

4 (40)

10 (100)

10 (100)

10 (100)

3 (50)b

3 (50)

6 (100)

8. Does the period after the introduction of RP cover more than 1 year?

8 (80%)

2 (20)

10 (100)

9. Does the dataset contain information on price or consumption of pharmaceuticals
aggregated for a period not exceeding 1 month?

7 (70)

3 (30)

10 (100)

(i) price of drugs under RP (pure price effect);

4 (40)

6 (60)

10 (100)

(ii) price of drugs not covered by RP (indirect price effect);

1 (10)

9 (90)

10 (100)

The nature of the question to be answered

10. Were the following groups of outcome variables estimated and reported in the
results of the study:

(iii) drug use;

6

(60)c

4 (40)

10 (100)

3 (30)

7 (70)

10 (100)

(v) prescriber and dispenser time;

0 (0)

10 (100)

10 (100)

(vi) health state;

1 (10)

9 (90)

10 (100)

(vii) insurer and patient drug expenditures;

4 (40)

6 (60)

10 (100)

(viii) industrial research and innovation (research and development)?

0 (0)

10 (10)

10 (100)

3 (30)

7 (70)

10 (100)

12. Did the study justify the absence of influence of unobserved variables on the
outcome variables?

3 (30)

7 (70)

10 (100)

13. Did the study report evidence on the absence of an anticipation effect just before
the RP intervention took place, or were methods given to evaluate their influence on
the outcome variables?

4 (40)

6 (60)

10 (100)

(iv) health services use;

11. Did the study report any empirical evidence on the impact on consumer price
competition for medicines covered by the RP system?
The requirements of the evaluation method

Continued next page
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Table I. Contd

Question

Number ‘yes’ (%)

Number ‘no’ (%)

Denominator (%)

14. Did the study justify the choice of the before and after periods?

1 (10)

9 (90)

10 (100)

15. If the answer to question 5 and/or question 6 was ‘yes’, was the before period
equal to or longer than 1 year and not shorter than the after period?

4 (40)

6 (60)

10 (100)

16. If other simultaneous interventions were reported, were methods given for the
estimation of the marginal impact of the RP intervention isolated from other
interventions?

4 (80)

1 (20)

5 (100)

17. If many periods of before-period data were used to extrapolate the counterfactual
state in the after period, were extrapolative methods given that included variables
other than a simple linear trend across time?

8 (80)

2 (20)

10 (100)

10 (100)

0 (0)

10 (100)

19. If the answer to question 7 was ‘yes’, did the study justify the absence of a
selection problem or were methods given to adjust for this problem?

2 (67)

1 (33)

3 (100)

20. If the answer to question 7 was ‘yes’, did the study report evidence indicating that
variables influencing the outcome variables but not related to the RP intervention were
very similar between the treatment and comparison group?

2 (67)

18. If many periods of the before-period data were used to extrapolate the
counterfactual state in the after period, did the study report confidence intervals for
extrapolated data or standard errors for the estimated parameters?
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1 (33)

3 (100)

a

There were patient-level data for other morbidity and mortality variables in two studies.

b

One study only included information on a treatment group and a comparison group for morbidity outcome variables. One study considered noncoincident time periods for both periods.

c

One study estimated the substitution effect in drug consumption.

definition of the type of intervention (questions 2 and 3). All the
papers reported how the reference price level was established, but
only one study directly reported the updating frequency and criteria of the RP system. Exemption systems may be an important
feature of therapeutic RP systems. However, in two studies the
information about the rules used to obtain exemptions from the RP
system were not reported, despite being relevant for the outcomes
measured in the study.
Often in pharmaceutical markets, several interventions occur at
the same time. In four studies, details of simultaneous interventions were not reported, and there was no statement confirming the
absence of such interventions during the observation period (question 4).
Six studies used patient-level datasets, although only four of
them contained detailed information on pharmaceutical consumption (question 5). The rest of the papers employed aggregate
measures of consumption for a given population. All the patientlevel datasets were for studies on British Columbia, Canada.
However, none of these studies was able to use datasets with
individual prices for each product, and all of them employed
average price measures for the products in a group or with the
same active ingredient and/or form of presentation (question 6).
Among these six studies, only three analysed the behaviour of
the outcome variables for two different population groups, a
treatment group and a comparison or control group, for the same
 2005 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved.

period of time (question 7). The rest of the papers used a before
and after comparison. Two papers adopted a very short-run perspective for the impact evaluation, using datasets containing information covering <1 year from the introduction of RP (question 8).
In most cases, information databases contained aggregate information for monthly periods, although three studies used aggregate
information for longer periods (question 9).

There is no paper providing evidence on overall social welfare
impact (question 10). Also, the impact of RP interventions on
prescriber and dispenser time and the impact on industrial research
and development (dynamic efficiency) were not evaluated in any
of the reviewed studies. Six of ten studies included information on
the impact of the RP system on consumption of included
medicines (prescriptions, defined daily doses, probability of stopping therapy, etc. per person). However, authors rarely made a
distinction among short-, medium- or long-term outcomes. This is
the most frequent type of outcome variable. Only one of the
studies was also able to report information on the impact of RP on
other related medicines not currently under the RP system (the
substitution effect in drug consumption for nitrates and antianginals).
Four papers estimated the impact of the intervention on the
consumer price of drugs covered by the RP system (the pure price
effect). However, only one provided information about the impact
on the price of related drugs not covered by the system (indirect
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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price effect) [question 10]. Also, despite numerous statements in
the literature about the separate impact of RP on insurer cost and
expenditures, in this review only four papers were found that
provided estimates of these impacts. In some papers, although not
explicitly stated, the evaluation of the impact on expenditures was
restricted to the impact on insurer cost.
Three studies included an outcome variable for the use of health
services (physician visits, hospitalisations, length of stay, emergency room visits, admissions to long-term care facilities, likelihood of bypass surgery, rate of revascularisations, etc.). These
studies were all evaluating therapeutic RP interventions in British
Columbia, and the variables were used, sometimes in an explicit
form, as proxies of health state. The authors of one study explicitly
stated that they were “using change in healthcare utilisation as a
proxy for changes in health status”.[23] In fact, a health state
variable such as mortality appeared in only one study (cardiovascular-related mortality). Two papers included indirect health state
indicators, such as the use of what may be considered to be rescue
drugs for patients with severe symptoms. Health-related quality of
life was not considered as an outcome variable in any of the
reviewed studies.
The impact of the RP intervention on the level of competition in
the market for those medicines covered by the system was reported
in only three of ten papers (question 11). These papers dealt with
the Dutch and Swedish RP systems. The impact of RP on drug
prices depends crucially on resulting changes in price competition.
Therefore, it is important to extrapolate price competition trends
for the after period in the absence of RP, in order to construct the
counterfactual.
The most frequently used evaluation method was the conventional before-after estimator, and only three studies used difference-in-differences. One study employed both methods with the
same dataset. In only three papers did the authors justify the
absence of influence of unobserved variables on the outcome
variables (question 12). Although an anticipation effect has been
described in the literature (anticipatory prescribing or ‘stockpiling’), in six of ten papers its effects were not explicitly reported,
nor were methods given to evaluate their influence on the results
(question 13).
All the papers used before and after periods for the same or
different populations, yet the authors rarely provided justification
for the choice of periods and their likely influence on the results
(question 14). Six papers used data for the before period to make
comparisons or extrapolations with the after period, the before RP
period being ≤1 year and shorter than the after period (question
15).
Simultaneous interventions were reported for the observation
period in five studies (question 16). Four of these used methods to

isolate the marginal contribution of RP to changes in outcome
variables.
All the studies used methods to extrapolate the counterfactual
state in the after period that allowed the estimation of confidence
intervals for the predicted outcome variables and hypothesis testing (question 18). Of these, only two studies employed a linear
cross-time trend (question 17).
In three papers the authors used two cross-sections of population data for both periods (before and after) in a difference-indifferences approach. Two of these papers reported the possibility
of selection bias and provided methods to mitigate this problem,
but the third failed to justify the absence of a selection problem
(question 18). Also, one of these papers did not provide evidence
that the other influences on the outcome variables were very
similar between the two groups (question 20). When the differences-in-differences method was used, the studies did not show
that both treatment and control groups reacted in the same way to
common past interventions.
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Discussion

Until very recently, the bulk of RP literature remained mainly
descriptive and, when empirical information was provided, only
presented time trends in aggregate data. In fact, some health
impact evaluations that are often cited in the literature as evidence
of the health impact of RP policies were excluded by our selection
criteria.[31] However, as can be observed in this review, the situation has improved and, despite the restrictive selection criteria
applied, ten rigorous impact evaluation studies for RP interventions were identified.
RP systems have been applied in many countries and with
different intervention designs, but, for most of these, impact
evaluation studies are still not available. It is noteworthy that
seven of the ten papers included in this review evaluate the
reference-based pricing system operating in British Columbia.[32]
This evaluation work has been possible given the availability of
patient-level medical and administrative databases in British Columbia, and the participation of researchers in policy implementation and evaluation committees. This high concentration of studies
means that the evidence mainly corresponds to a very specific RP
design (therapeutic equivalence for some particular groups of
medicines, reference level equal to the lowest-cost medicine in the
group, generous and widely used exemption system, previous
limits to the lowest-priced drug when there were alternatives
available, generic substitution, etc.).[3] Consequently, this evidence cannot be easily transferred to other intervention designs in
other countries. In contrast, little evidence is available on the
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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impact of RP systems specifically employed in other countries,
and this is especially true for widely used generic RP systems.
The nature of the evaluation could be different depending on
whether the RP interventions are generic or therapeutic. In therapeutic RP policies, the main interest has been in providing evidence of changes in patients’ health after the introduction of this
system. However, in generic RP systems that cluster drugs with
the same active ingredient, this outcome is less relevant, and the
impact on prices and expenditure remains the main factor of
interest for evaluation purposes.
In both generic and therapeutic RP systems, both intended and
unintended consequences of the policy should be considered in
order to obtain an overall impact measure. A limitation of many
studies is that they restrict their attention to some partial impacts,
neglecting substitution effects with other drugs not covered by the
RP system or other health services. In fact, only one study provided estimates of likely compensatory increases in expenditures on
other drugs. This aspect is not always clearly stated. The implication is that conclusions about social welfare changes cannot be
reached using only the perspective of the insuring or financing
agency. This is because savings could have occurred at the expense of other patient costs or health-related outcomes. Also,
overall conclusions on insurer costs cannot be obtained simply by
estimating pure price effects, as many insurers have done in the
past.
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and Spain. There, evidence indicates the absence or reduction of
consumer price competition after RP, and price competition has
taken the form of competitive discounting to pharmacies. The
problems that remain for generic RP are how to arrive at the best
design to foster price competition, and how to transfer the effects
of this to patients and insurers rather than increasing the revenue of
pharmacies. None of the studies analysed the impact of pharmacy
incentives on RP outcomes.
When drugs are not actually interchangeable in terms of benefit
and risk, health-related impacts of therapeutic RP may occur as a
result of switching from a high-priced medication to a medication
with a price not exceeding the reference level. However, not only
the switcher’s health may be compromised. Some patients may
remain on the same drug as was prescribed before the introduction
of the RP system. Some of these may stop treatment, reduce the
dose or delay prescription renewals by reducing daily doses to
postpone co-payments (‘stretching’).[27] Most of the authors focused their attention on health outcomes for switchers, and paid
less attention to likely impacts on non-switchers.
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Generic RP Systems

Despite the apparent simplicity of generic RP systems where
equivalence is restricted to the same active ingredient, there is
strikingly little empirical evidence on their impact. One of the
main arguments used in favour of the introduction of this RP
system has been that of fostering price competition. However,
there are three studies in our review[21,22,30] that provide evidence
that price competition may even be discouraged under generic RP.
This is a crucial aspect to be tested, especially because generic RP
is considered an optimal insurance policy from a theoretical point
of view, and because its pseudo-simplicity makes it a candidate for
widespread dissemination internationally, including in less developed countries. More evidence is needed about the effects of
generic RP on the entry of new generic producers into the market,
and on the industry’s incentives to price below the reference
price.[30] These latter factors can vary according to the incentive
system and the substitution capacity of pharmacists.
The effect of RP on price competition (payer-driven competition) was not an outcome of interest in most of the papers.
However, this could be crucial for evaluating and providing policy
implications for generic RP systems such as in The Netherlands
 2005 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved.

Health-Related Impact

Sometimes the only purpose of a study is to evaluate the healthrelated effects of switching from one drug to another. Evidence
may be obtainable through randomised trials and well designed
economic evaluations using precise quantity and quality-of-life
measures. Authors choosing instead to use observational methods
should justify their choice.
One of the main problems in the RP evaluation literature is that
most studies providing evidence on health outcomes employ
health services use as a proxy for health state. Only Grootendorst
et al.[24] reported changes in cardiovascular-related mortality, and
none of the reviewed papers was able to provide evidence on
quality-of-life changes attributable to switching from one
medicine to another. Quality-of-life effects cannot be captured by
such outcome measures, and long-term health effects are, in practice, difficult to measure and to attribute to switching medication.
A related, but not less important, limitation observed by
Schneeweiss et al.[29] is that, “the administrative databases could
not provide enough detailed information to distinguish the clinical
appropriateness of stopping antihypertensive medication or reducing the dose in individual cases”.
Before and After Comparisons

The most common evaluation method, used in eight of these
papers, was the before-after estimator. The important conditions or
requirements to obtain reliable estimations with this method are:
(i) between the before and after periods there should be no factor
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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that might affect the outcome variable other than the intervention
itself (temporal homogeneity); (ii) the intervention should generate no anticipation effect; and (iii) the specific timing of the data
gathering before and after the intervention should not affect the
results.
Approximation errors occur when the difference between the
observed value for the outcome variable in the period before the
intervention and the value that would have been obtained in the
absence of the intervention in the after period is non-null. Only if
this difference is null can the before-after method be used in
simple form. With the non-fulfilment of any of the three requirements already mentioned, this condition is effectively violated.
Two different approaches can be used to solve this problem.[10]
One alternative involves using the difference-in-differences
method. A second, controversial, alternative is the generalisation
of the before-after method by using a long time series before the
intervention and extrapolating the counterfactual on this basis for
the after period. This is the option employed in most RP impact
evaluations. The hypothesis used is that the approximation error
can be reduced to zero by extrapolating the values of the outcome
variable for the after period. This extrapolation can be done, for
example, by assuming that the outcome variable is a function of
time and a given number of independent variables.[32]

Some of the limitations in the use of the approach in RP impact
evaluation have been summarised by Grootendorst et al.[24] The
evaluation has to identify the contribution of RP to switching
probabilities, because not all switches can be attributed to RP. This
approach suffers from selection bias as, for example, switchers
might be less healthy than non-switchers.
The before-after method is used in an attempt to identify
intervention-related changes between the two periods affecting
both the level and the time trend of the outcome variable. This
estimation of the impact of the intervention is intended as a
measure of the average gain of the intervention (average change in
the outcome variable caused by exposing an individual chosen at
random to the policy in question). Schneeweiss et al.[19] criticise
this measure. Although it is useful for policy decision makers, it is
an average of the positive and negative effects that may be
experienced by some individuals (aggregate net effect). Also,
certain undesired effects of the intervention may affect a small
number of individuals (e.g. those who change their pharmacological treatment as a result of RP). This may not be detected by
statistical tests on aggregate results.
The criticisms voiced by Schneeweiss et al.[20] indicate the
advisability of distinguishing between the average outcome of the
participants obtained with the difference-in-differences method
and the average outcome of the reform or policy. This distinction
is especially relevant when measuring impact on outcome variables such as health state or the use of other health services. These
are only likely to be affected by the intervention in the case of
those individuals who are forced to change a medicine in order to
avoid the co-payment associated with RP.
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Questions 12–18 provided examples of notable limitations
(unobserved variables, anticipation effect, period choice, simultaneous interventions) in the use of the before-after approach. For
example, only Marshall et al.[26] reported that “estimates of the
savings attributable to the introduction of reference-based pricing
… were particularly sensitive to the choice of period for comparison” and that “a sensitivity analysis was undertaken …”.

The aim of the difference-in-differences method is to obtain the
difference between the sample differences of the outcome variable
before and after the reform for the group of participants and the
group of non-participants.[10] The method can be applied when
before and after data are available on individuals who participated
in the intervention and those who did not. It was used in three of
the studies reviewed. These compared the results of the group of
patients who altered their pharmaceutical treatment as a result of
the application of therapeutic RP with those of the group who
maintained it unchanged.
The main advantage of this method is that it eliminates any bias
from an outside influence, provided this influence is identical in
the two groups.[9] For this reason, it is important that the participating group be as similar as possible to the non-participating group.
The underlying hypothesis is that, in the absence of the intervention, the mean variation between the before and after periods
would be the same for the two groups.
 2005 Adis Data Information BV. All rights reserved.

Conclusions

In this review, ten impact evaluation studies survived the strict
exclusion criteria. This is a very small number in comparison with
the vast RP literature. However, the evidence they provide can be
regarded as high quality and relatively abundant, considering that
RP systems have been implemented quite recently, and in a limited
number of countries. For example, although the application of
conventional co-payments is far more widespread, and has a far
longer history than the RP system, a recent review found only 59
articles fulfilling much less strict inclusion criteria than have been
used in this study.[33]
An important policy implication arises from the preceding
observations. Conclusions on the impact of RP in a specific
country cannot be easily extrapolated to other countries because of
heterogeneity of RP policy and pharmaceutical environment. Each
way of fixing the reference price level amounts to a different
policy. Also, the impacts of interventions may depend on aspects
Appl Health Econ Health Policy 2005; 4 (2)
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such as the previous degree of development of the generic market.
Hence, any use of evidence from one country in another must be
done with caution.
None of the evaluations included in this study can be regarded
as complete from a social point of view. While the selected
outcome variables depend on the perspective of the evaluation, the
predominant perspective taken is that of the insuring or financing
agents. Even then, the reviewed results are only a partial evaluation of this perspective. There is a striking lack of attention paid to
the evaluation of generic RP systems. In particular, there is clear
neglect of the following: the measurement of the impact on price
competition between generic producers; possible effects on the
price of products not submitted to the RP system (indirect price
effect); and the effects of the alternative ways of fixing the
reference price level (lowest-price drug, lowest-price drug plus
x%, median price, average dosage unit price of two lowest-cost
products in a group, statistically derived average price of drugs in a
category, etc.).
The main problem with using non-experimental data to evaluate policy impact is how to establish a credible basis for comparison. Aggregate statistics are usually inappropriate for analysing
many kinds of microeconomic behaviour. Administrative
databases seldom provide any information about what the participants’ experiences would have been had they been enrolled on a
different programme.[8] Common sources of statistical bias in
studies such as these include sample selection, simultaneous interventions, the anticipation effect, omission of confounding effects,
and heterogeneity in comparison groups in time-series or crosssectional data. Evidence of these problems is provided in the
Results and Discussion sections. In some cases, the use of sophisticated econometric methods made it possible to avoid or alleviate
some of these problems, but in many other studies they remain
unaddressed or unsolved.
As a final observation, studies evaluating therapeutic RP systems have directed their attention to measuring the impact on
health outcomes. This impact has been estimated mainly through
the effect on health service use or mortality, using non-experimental data to make comparisons between switchers and non-switchers. The conclusions obtained with these data may be influenced
by unobserved or uncontrolled factors such as variation in severity
of illness or changes in treatment compliance. At the same time,
switching from one active ingredient to another with similar
therapeutic properties would appear to affect quality of life rather
than mortality. However, the reviewed studies reported only mortality changes or changes in health services use, which are a poor
proxy for quality of life. When the main objective of the evaluation
is the health outcome of the policy, non-experimental data provide
no better information than experimental data from randomised
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controlled trials. Results coming from randomised clinical trials
comparing two or more pharmaceutical treatments and estimating
incremental measures of quality-adjusted life-years may provide
superior evidence on the effects of switching from one medicine to
the other.
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